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Track Circuits
Railroad safety was a growing problem after the
American Civil War, spurring inventor William
Robinson to begin work on the electric track
circuit in 1867. Robinson, heralded as the father
of automatic block signaling, demonstrated
his prototype track circuit in 1870. This relaycontrolled circuit could detect a train on a
section of track and actuate automatic signals.
He filed for a United States patent for his closed
track circuit on August 20, 1871, continued to
refine the track circuit concept, and from 1873
was closely involved in pioneer automatic block
signal systems. He eventually formed the Union
Electric Signal Company in 1878. This became
the core of Westinghouse’s Union Switch & Signal
Company (incorporated in 1881), which rapidly
emerged as a leader in commercial American
signaling systems and hardware.

Hall Disc Signals
The Hall Signal Company was another chief
pioneer in commercial automatic block
signaling. The company was founded in 1871
by inventor Thomas Seavey Hall of Hartford,
Connecticut, whose work in devising an electrical
signal mechanism paralleled Robinson’s track
circuit development.
In the early 1870s, Hall was among the first
to offer a commercial block signal in the form of a
disc signal—colloquially called the “banjo signal”
because of its distinctive shape. Although the Hall
disc was applied to a variety of applications,
including interlocking signals, in the early days
of automatic signaling it was one of the most
common types of block signals.
The Hall disc-signal was a two-position
signal made from a wood and metal frame that
protected the disc and its mechanism from effects
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of weather with a central circular display window, which
either showed the disc or hid it from view, leaving the
window open. In its more advanced design, the signal
also displayed a lighted roundel for night indications.
The premise of the two positions was that the signal was
more restrictive when the disc was displayed.
In automatic block service, signals were typically
arranged in pairs using the home and distant
arrangement. The home signal would display “Stop/
Danger” or “Proceed/Clear,” while the distant signal
would mimic the condition of the home signal and
display “Stop and Proceed” and “Caution” aspects.
Where home signals displayed a red disc for “Stop,”
the color used for cautionary distant signals varied from
road to road; and depending on individual rulebooks
displayed green, yellow, or even blue discs.

Hall Disc Mechanism
The Hall signal’s success was a testimony to its simple
fail-safe automatic operation at a time when commercial
electrical appliances were in their infancy. The mechanical
lower-quadrant semaphore was an accepted standard
for interlockings, but during the 1870s–1880s the
comparatively heavy semaphore blade required a more
substantial and more complex electrical mechanism than
could be manufactured cheaply or operated reliably.
Also semaphores suffered in snow territory, where a
semaphore blade might be pushed by a heavy load of
snow, or where thawing snow might freeze in place thus
gripping a semaphore blade and prevent it from moving
to a more restrictive position.
By contrast, the disc in a Hall signal was lightweight,
was easily moved by a relatively inexpensive and reliable
electromagnetic mechanism, and was protected from the
elements by a solid enclosure. The signal mechanism
consisted of a simple Z-shaped armature as part of a
dual electromagnet relay arrangement that operated a
rod, which carried the cloth-covered disk (17 inches in
diameter) and was balanced by a counterweight at the
far end. Silk was typically used for a translucent disk
covering. Signals that were designed to display a night
aspect had a separate window for an oil lamp and the
disc was balanced by a colored roundel (6.5 inches
in diameter) to be displayed in front the lamp in the
restrictive position.
When the track circuit showed clear, one relay rotated
the rod to withdraw the disc/roundel from the window,
while the second relay worked as a locking catch to
hold the rod in place and thus keep the disc/roundel out
of sight. In accordance with fail-safe operation, when
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As of June 30, 1908, IC boasted 121 interlocking plants and more than 1,032 route miles protected by block signals. IC had
several installations using Hall disc signals. The most intensive was 13.7 miles of multiple-track mainline south from Chicago’s Van
Buren Street to Kensington. Here Hall discs worked in conjunction with track circuit protection. Hall Signal Company catalog,
Solomon collection.

Hall Disc Customers
This detailed view of a Hall-style A disc signal instrument
shows one type of relay-actuated mechanism used inside a
disc signal. Hall’s Reference Catalogue No. 4 offered four
varieties of disc signal mechanisms, including a special variety
for Chicago & North Western. The small discs were of colored
glass while key moving components were made from aluminum.
Solomon collection

the catch relay was de-energized it released the disc to
return by gravity to display the disc. Any interruption
of electric current, either from a train shunting a track
circuit, or an electrical failure, automatically released the
disc to display in the window.

Hall had devised its own systems for automatically
actuating disc signals, but these involved awkward
mechanical components that lacked both the simplicity
and reliability of Robinson’s track circuit. In later years,
most successful commercial applications of Hall disc
signals were in combination with track circuits.
Hall signals could be worked in either a normal-clear
or normal-danger configuration. In the normal-danger
arrangement, the signal displayed restrictive indications
until cleared ahead of a train (provided the block
was unoccupied). This added safety feature required
additional control circuitry.
Photographs of Hall signals in service are relatively
rare, but the signals were sold for four decades from the

mid-1870s until the World War I era. Early customers
included southern New England railroads: Boston &
Lowell, Eastern Railroad, Boston & Albany, and New
York, New Haven & Hartford. Boston & Albany was a
Hall discs pioneer, with a documented installation by
1875. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Lehigh Valley,
Michigan Central, Illinois Central, Chicago & North
Western, and Oregon Short Line also had significant
Hall disc installations. Chicago & North Western had its
own variation of Hall signals that warranted a special
mention in Hall’s signal catalog.
There were a few competitors to the Hall disc,
notably the Union Banner Signal sold by Westinghouse’s
Union Switch & Signal, which used similarly shaped
signal housings.

Two-Position Semaphores
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The New Standard Signal
By the early twentieth century, the traditional twoposition, lower-quadrant semaphore was by far the
most recognizable signal used in North America.
Yet, because it displayed only two aspects, it was
limited as both an interlocking and an automatic
block signal. By contrast, a single-blade, threeaspect automatic block signal combined home
and distant signals, and thus simplified the visual
instruction given to the locomotive engineer and
reduced the amount of equipment trackside. This
also lowered costs and reduced the chance of
equipment failure.
Three-aspect semaphores gained additional
advantages as interlocking signals by allowing
greater numbers of aspects with just two or three
arms. With revised rules, three-aspect semaphores
made it possible to reduce the maximum number
of signal arms on individual interlocking signals
from five to three.

Pioneer Three-Position Application
The three-position, upper-quadrant signal was not
a new idea. In 1887, J. C. Cox and W. P. Black
of Louisville, Kentucky, were issued United States
patent 356,573 for a mechanical three-position,
upper-quadrant semaphore, which described
the signal as: “an improvement in semaphores
adapted for use with a single or double track main
track system, and has for its object to enable the
operator to communicate accurately with trains at
a distance the condition of the block or track while
trains are under full speed or otherwise.”
The invention combined semaphore blades
and colored lenses to give both day and night
aspects. This arrangement used the old R-G-W
standard progression of colors. Their patent
specified that a danger signal be displayed when
the arm was at a horizontal with a red light at
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night. The signal displayed its cautionary aspect with the
arm at the midway diagonal with a green light at night
while a vertical position, “indicates a safety-signal by
day and the unobstructed white light [as] a safety signal
by night.”
This established the basic pattern for the type of
signal later adapted for three-position automatic block
service. In August 1909, The Signal Engineer reported
that the first known application of the Cox and Black
three-position semaphore was by the Kentucky & Indiana
Bridge Company on the Kentucky & Louisville Belt Line
& New Albany Belt & Terminal Railway in 1887, which
operated 10.5 miles of line accommodating up to 425
movements daily.

position semaphores as standard for signal aspects,
yet there were many holdouts. Before World War I,
several large railroads, including PRR, adhered to the
old standard, and installed three-position signals with the
R-G-W arrangement.

Electropneumatic and
Electrogas Semaphores
In lieu of practical electric motors, signal manufacturers
devised alternative means of remotely operating
semaphore arms. Electropneumatic (air) and electrogas
(carbonic acid gas) two- and three-position semaphores
were adapted and applied for automatic block service.
These used electric actuation of compressed air or gas to
move the semaphore arm into its less restrictive aspects
(still described as “safety” for vertical and “caution” for
diagonal), while relying on gravity to restore the signal
to its most restrictive aspect (“danger”—horizontal).
American Railway Signaling Principles and Practices
described the electrogas mechanism:

The electrogas signal is operated by means
of carbonic acid gas stored under pressure
and was used to quite some extent before the
electric semaphore signal was developed.
Gas was admitted to a cylinder which
operated the signal arm by means of a valve
controlled by an electromagnet similar to
that used in the electropneumatic signal. Gas
was provided in tanks at a pressure of 600 to
1200 pounds per square inch and reduced for
use to between 40 and 60 pounds by a pressurereducing valve.
Union Switch & Signal was early to develop threeposition semaphores, and in 1907 made a significant
installation of electropneumatic semaphores along
PRR’s Middle Division (which extended across central
Pennsylvania, west of Harrisburg to Altoona).
The shift from R-G-W to R-Y-G as standard color
aspects generally coincided with the acceptance of three-
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On September 14, 1978, a US&S Style S upper-quadrant
semaphore displays “Approach” with its blade at a 45-degree
angle and a yellow light illuminated. Located in automatic block
service on Santa Fe at Christie siding in California’s Franklin
Canyon, this was among signals that served for six decades.
J.D. Schmid

0

On its Coast Lines, Santa Fe preferred US&S Style S (baseof-mast mechanism). In 1917, it installed ABS with Style S
signals on approximately 200 miles from Fresno to Ferry Point,
California. Venerable Style S signals display “clear” at Gately,
California, on August 24, 1978. J.D. Schmid
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On September 19, 1980, a view east on the Santa Fe at the
end of the siding at Port Chicago, California, finds a Style S
displaying “Approach,” reflecting the position of westward train
199 that would soon pass. Semaphores in basic ABS service
reflect conditions of track circuits: A train entering a block
would shunt the circuit, causing signals protecting the block
to display “Stop” or “Stop and Proceed,” while those in the
adjacent blocks would display “Approach.” J.D. Schmid

Upper-Quadrant Semaphores
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SANTA FE SEMAPHORES
SURVIVE IN NEW MEXICO
By John Gruber and John Ryan
They stand tall against the sky in New Mexico—the last major installation of semaphore signals in use in the United States in 2014.
The Santa Fe Railway installed these items in phases during the 1920s to protect its fast passenger trains.
Today only two trains per day pass these signals: Amtrak’s eastbound and westbound Southwest Chief. The line was once home to
Santa Fe’s passenger fleet, headed by the famous Super Chief. Burlington Northern Sante Fe, owner of the route since 1995, stopped
using the Raton Pass line for freight service at the end of 2007. The decision to route all freight via Amarillo, Texas, and downgrade the
line also stopped capital improvements, including signal replacements.
Surviving signals are direct current, upper-quadrant, three-position Union Switch & Signal Style T-2 signals. This route also showcases
legacy technologies such as pole-line communications, battery power supplies, and bi-directional single-track ABS with absolute permissive
block signaling and signaled passing sidings.
Although some semaphores have been replaced by color light signals, as of June 2014 more than 60 semaphores remain between
Colmor and CP Madrid, the junction with the New Mexico Rail Runner Express extension to Santa Fe, west of Lamy.
Before the installation of automatic signals, the railway used a staff system on the Raton Pass route between Glorieta and Lamy,
and Jansen and Raton, according to an article in Santa Fe Magazine. As of January 1, 1917, the company had automatic block signals
on only 617 miles of road. An early installation of Union Switch & Signal Style S semaphores covered 9 miles between Glorieta and Fox
Interlocking in 1919, replacing a manual block system.
Signals from Las Vegas (New Mexico) to Sands, 33 miles, were installed in 1921, and from Las Vegas to Gise, 41 miles, in 1922, a year in
which Santa Fe added automatic block signals on 378 miles of road in eight states. The work was scattered, filling in signals where they would be
most useful in handling increased traffic volume or promoting safety, according to Railway Signaling, a trade magazine published in Chicago.
The construction program continued: Raton to Dillon, 2.9 miles, Gise to Fox, 9.3 miles, and Lamy to Domingo, 28.5 miles, 1923;
Watrous to Las Vegas, 19.9 miles, and French to Shoemaker, 51.3 miles, 1925; La Junta to Trinidad, 92 miles, 1926; Glorieta to
Lamy, 9.8 miles, and Rowe to Fox, 4.4 miles, 1928; and Gallias, Colo., to Raton, 12.9 miles, and Shoemaker to Watrous,
7.9 miles, 1929. An additional improvement came in 1947 when the ICC required Automatic Train Stop for movements
of more than 79 miles per hour to maintain fast passenger schedules.

More information comes from Railway Signaling in 1929. New work authorized for 1929 brought the total ABS with block signals
up to 5,466 track miles by the end of the year. The shortest through route from Chicago to the Pacific Coast was almost finished—only
57 miles of road remained without signals.
Semaphores were the predominant signal used, except west of Albuquerque, New Mexico, where three-color color light signals were
used because of bright desert landscape that required a focused light source, and the fact that alternating current was available or easy to
obtain. The majority, almost 62 percent, of the signaling on the AT&SF, was powered by maintenance-intensive wet cell primary batteries.
“Simplified signaling is used throughout in accordance with the established practice on the Santa Fe. Each mast carries only one
semaphore arm which operates in three positions in the upper quadrant. All blades are square ended and painted either black or white,
depending upon the color and character of the background. A number board is the sole means used to designate signals in the observance
of which automatic block signal rules apply,” wrote G. K. Thomas, junior assistant signal engineer of the Santa Fe.
These traditions have continued for more than 90 years, a testament to durable mechanical technology. The signals have survived
through many changes on the railroad, but face an uncertain future as BNSF seeks to dispose of the corridor between Trinidad, Colorado,
and Lamy, New Mexico, and the states of New Mexico and Colorado wrestle with the cost-benefit analysis of assuming financial
responsibility for the track, which continues to host only two Amtrak trains per day.

John Ryan

Technological contrasts: modern Amtrak General Electric
P42 diesel electric locomotives lead the westward Southwest
Chief past steam-era Union Switch & Signal Style T-2
upper-quadrant semaphores on the former Santa Fe west of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, on November 7, 2010. John Ryan
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A Santa Fe US&S Semaphore with Style T-2 mechanism
displays a “Clear” aspect at Chappelle, New Mexico. Santa
Fe had a non-standard color-choice for its semaphore
blades, opting to use black, which it deemed best in the
austere conditions of the desert and high plains. Former
Santa Fe Style T2s are among the last semaphores in ABS
service on an American mainline in 2014. Hal Reiser

Upper-Quadrant Semaphores
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American Grade Crossings
The interface between road and rails has been
the point of dangerous collisions since the earliest
days of railroading. In the 1830s, a young
man and his lady friend crossing the Boston &
Worcester tracks in a horse drawn buggy were
struck by a train. The pair survived their ordeal,
but this incident lead to a public outcry and
demands that locomotives ring their bells when
approaching and crossing public highways.
The common X-shaped crossbuck was among
the early standard signals that emerged in late
nineteenth century. Like most grade crossing
protection it relied entirely on the compliance of
highway traffic.
As both road traffic and railway traffic grew,
the potential for collision increased dramatically.
The advent of the automobile compounded the
problem. Not only did cars travel faster, but the
roar of the automotive engine made it more difficult
to hear approaching trains. Also, motorists caught
up in the thrill of the drive were less likely to heed
static crossing signs advising them to “Stop, Look,
and Listen.”
Efforts to create standardized crossing signals
began prior to World War I and tended to be

A Southern Pacific GP40-2 leads a company work train
at Gonzales, California, on the Coast Line on April 21,
1994. This wigwag protects a private grade crossing
near an SP signal bridge with searchlights protecting the
mainline. Brian Solomon
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A Wisconsin & Southern freight passes wigwag signals on the former Chicago & North Western at Dane, Wisconsin. Once standard
grade crossing protection in Wisconsin, when this photo was made in October 2011, Dane was among the last places in the state to
feature wigwags, which were finally removed in 2012. Chris Guss
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